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Announcing an all-new MCDST TRAINING KIT designed to help maximize your performance on EXAM 70-271, one of two required exams for the new Microsoft Desktop Support Technician Certification. This kit packs the tools and features exam candidates want most—including in-depth, self-paced training based on final exam content; rigorous, objective-by-objective review; exam tips from an expert, exam-certified author; and a robust testing suite. It also provides real-world scenarios, case studies, and troubleshooting labs for the skills and expertise you can apply to the job.

Focusing on building your ability to resolve end-user incident requests by configuring and troubleshooting the Microsoft Windows XP operating system in the corporate or home environment, this official study guide covers system installation, managing access to resources, configuring and troubleshooting hardware devices and drivers, configuring and troubleshooting the desktop and user environments, and troubleshooting network protocols and services.
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Looking Back and Going Forward in ITISTE Publishing Company, 2008
As dawn broke over the 21st century, Information Technology officially celebrated its golden anniversary … it might be thought that the 50 year-mark would go hand-in-hand with the age of reason, but nothing could be further from the truth. In the extended family of innovation, IT is still the rebellious teenager: immature, incomplete and...
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Moodle 1.9 Teaching TechniquesPackt Publishing, 2010
Creative ways to build powerful and effective online courses

	Motivate students from all backgrounds, generations, and learning styles
	When and how to apply the different learning solutions with workarounds, providing alternative solutions
	Easy-to-follow, step-by-step instructions with screenshots...
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MCSE Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-298): Designing Security for a Microsoft® Windows Server(TM) 2003 NetworkMicrosoft Press, 2004
Ace your preparation for the skills measured by MCP Exam 70-298—and on the job—with this official Microsoft study guide. Work at your own pace through a system of lessons, practice exercises, and design activities.

Maximize your performance on the exam by learning how to:

	Document the impact of business and...
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Developing Facebook Platform Applications with Rails (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2008
Developing Facebook Platform Applications with Rails leads you through the steps necessary to build your first application. You'll get hands-on experience with Facebook technologies such as FBML and FQL, and master messaging and news feeds.
  You'll do more than just study the Facebook API-you'll get practical tips from an experienced...
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Optimal Experimental Design with RCRC Press, 2011

	Experimental design is often overlooked in the literature of applied and mathematical statistics: statistics is taught and understood as merely a collection of methods for analyzing data. Consequently, experimenters seldom think about optimal design, including prerequisites such as the necessary sample size needed for a precise answer for an...
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Mobile Internetworking with IPv6: Concepts, Principles and PracticesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Internet access and mobility continue to change our perception of communications and computing. We are becoming more dependent on both, as can be seen by the continued proliferation of mobile telephones, personal digital assistants (PDAs), and laptop computers. Improvements in miniaturization and higher-speed communications media are creating an...
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